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Abstract: The Covid-19 has shifted the face of many markets including e-commerce and online business 

with many bottlenecks to be cleared. The last-mile delivery project has the greatest effect on all types of e-

commerce companies because it has many consumer touchpoints as well as the Covid-19 pain points. Due 

to these interconnected issues, the delivery projects itself requires modern solutions. The purpose of this 

paper is to identify, analyse and categorize the major factors that affect the last mile delivery projects in e-

commerce, food sector, retail sector and so on using total ınterpretive structural modelling approach 

during the Covid-19. Ten major factors are identified from literature review, and expert opinions are 

collected from multiple organizations that are involved in the last mile delivery projects. The results 

indicate that types of goods, achieving routing efficiency and meeting fulfilment timeline are the key factors 

for last mile delivery projects during the time of Covid-19. This study helps the managers to identify the key 

factors and to focus on these factors for the successful implementation of last mile delivery project.  
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